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Email Protection
Efficient protection against spam & viruses for corporate email
Centium Email Protection provides efficient safeguards against spam and secures continuity in
your business email communication

Key Features






Stop unwanted emails before they reach your companies IT Infrastructure
Market leading detection rates against spam & known viruses
24/7 managed service
Minimizes administration
Deploys quickly and protects your entire organisation

Centium email Protection provides unmatched filtering levels
against spam and viruses. We detect, mitigate, and block
unwanted content for your companies email.
Our solution provide an efficient line of detection & filtering
at the email gateway, with an array of scanning systems that
protect your companies IT environment:
Botnet Secure: A series of checks and IP reputation scans
ensures that any email, both inbound as outbound, which is
generated by botnets, are efficiently detected and stopped.
Botnet secure is further strengthened by numerous live feeds
of detected botnets from your threat intelligence partners.
Spam Secure: We utilize market leading anti spam engines
coupled with an array of our own advanced scanning
mechanisms and algorithms. Normal emails are delivered to
the inbox while spam emails are quarantined. Each user
can access their quarantined emails by a personal quarantine
report, while the administrator can manage if, and which type
of emails the users can recover from quarantine.
Malware Secure: Each email is scanned with a minimum of
three different antimalware engines, then it is inspected by
our own malware inspector, where the final verdict is made
for the email. Our advanced attachment filter also
counteracts any exploits, utilizing file header or parser
manipulation.

Centium Security Solutions

STOP SPAM BEFORE THEY REACH THE INBOX
Centium provides your organization with efficient solution
against spam. Complete absence of spam with no, or very few
false positives, enables your organization to reach maximum
efficiency, without the overhead of spam or missing emails.

REGULATE ATTACHMENTS AND CONTENT EFFECIENTLY
Centium email Protection is designed to efficiently regulate
attachments and unwanted content. Many existing email
antispam and antivirus solutions are too easily bypassed by
malware, through file header or parser manipulation.
Centium email Protection is from the very beginning designed to
counteract these types of exploits, while adding better security
against malware and exploits to your organizations It security
layers.

24/7 MANAGED SERVICE AND THREAT PROTECTION
We constantly monitor and maintain Centium email Protection,
providing enterprise grade availability and diligent detection
levels for even the largest of corporations.
As an option our clients can take advantage of our 24/7/365
client security operations center.
We incorporate insight from CSIS Threat Intelligence, the fastest
responding and most accurate source of threat intelligence in the
market.
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MINIMIZES ADMINISTRATION
Centium email Protection provides administrators a web-based
and intuitive dashboard that displays data at overall, threat, and
user levels to help you prioritize any alerts and take action. Email
logging & associated data are provided to you in real time. Alarms
& notifications for spam-, virus & operational status can be
received as SMS and email messages.

Administrators can easily search for any emails, while all data is displayed displayed in realtime

Users can automatically receive a personal quarantine report when emails
are blocked by Centium email Protection

DEPLOYS QUICKLY AND PROTECTS YOUR ENTIRE ORGANISATION
To protect your employees, data, and productivity, today’s
defenses for email must provide efficient measures against spam
unwanted content and viruses. Centium email Protections
architecture enables you to deploy quickly and derive value
immediately. You can protect your organization in hours — not
days or weeks.
Our solution protects users on any network or device, regardless
of where and how they check their corporate email. As a cloud
based security service It is easily configured. Centium also uses
the cloud to instantly update our systems every day to instantly
incorporate new features and help you stay ahead of spammers.
Our services are operated in highly secure, certified, premium
grade datacenters.

Centium by CSIS Security Group A/S
Founded in Copenhagen in 2003, CSIS Security Group is a
leading independent provider of cyber security services in
Europe. Credited by Gartner Group for its threat intelligence
capabilities, the company mitigates customers’ security risk
with a range of preventive security products and services, as
well as with incident response and managed security
services. CSIS is the preferred cyber security provider to
some of the world’s largest enterprise organisations, and is a
trusted advisor to law enforcement agencies, government
and financial sector.

Centium email Protection integrates seamlessly with Centium Targeted Threat Protection,
providing a full lineup of Protection for your corporate email
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